
CHAPTER 23

"Guys! are you all there…??” Eva asked once the three were connected. Eva had oriented
the camera so that she could only be seen from the shoulders up, and she had tried to wipe
away her tears, but she still had red eyes and a tired look “Sam! Are you OK??" She was so
nervous that she didn't want to face what had happened.

“Yeah…well, you know what it's all about. I'm having a hard time getting used to it, but my
parents are very supportive, they make everything a little easier” Sam replied. It was still
very strange for them to see and hear a delicate young woman.

"Eva, what's wrong with you? you look horrible” Maya asked.
“Have you gone to a party and you haven't told us? You seem to have a brutal hangover”
said Rob.

"I… I don't know how to tell you this, but…" Eva began stammering. Her head had too many
worries, but she had to rationalize them: Alex, his evil company, the mutation of his friends,
and now his own mutation... But she couldn't drop it all at once, she had to go little by little.
"I have mutated" she said suddenly.
The three friends stared with wide eyes.

“How… how have you mutated??” Maya said surprised "What happened to you??" "But are
you okay? how has it been?” The three asked almost at the same time
"OK OK!! I'm... I'm... I'm not okay. It has been… too much!” Eva looked down and began to
collapse again. She began to cry.

"But Eva! damn, tell us what happened to you?? It's very serious??"
Maya expected the worst.
“I… nothing hurts, I mean, I'm physically fine. But my mutation has been… too extreme! I
can't explain it here, but I don't know what to do, I don't even know how to move!! I do not
want to be alone!"
Eva cried inconsolably. She had fallen apart. She needed to explode with her friends.
"Okay, let's do something. I think I can take my van and pick you up, we're going to Eva's
house” Rob said.
“But how are we going to go? Remember that there is confinement, we cannot go out!” Said
Sam
“if it is justified, yes, buy food, go to the pharmacy...”
“And how are you going to drive? you have no legs!”
"but I have 6 arms, I think I can reach the pedals"
“Rob is right. We have to go.” Maya was very worried about Eva. She had to go with her no
matter what. But she tried to reassure Eva:
“Eva, we'll be right there. Don't worry. Everything will be fine!”

But Eva was not so convinced. In fact, as soon as she ended the call, she looked at herself
again and began to regret it. If she, who had always had a fascination with mutants, saw
herself as an extreme monster, what would her friends think of her? What will Maya think,
how much did her own transformation impact her?



But she had no choice, she couldn't do anything on her own, she needed help. Also, she
was terribly thirsty, and she didn't even know how to move to go to the kitchen. She was not
clear that she could fit through the door. But indeed the initial impact was going to be too
great. She had to do something!.

As she could, she tried to "activate" her tail, with her head and all 4 arms, and very clumsily,
she reached for the living room curtains to rip them off, and pull them over her. That way she
would at least cover herself up, minimizing the initial shock. She also covered the two left
and right torsos of her.

Just when she finished "cleaning up" there was a knock at the door. Shit! she didn't realize,
she had to open the door… how was she going to do it? The logical thing was to use her tail,
but the impact…

"What the hell... they're going to see me anyway!"
Her tail was very long, she barely moved it, more dragging with her arms than using her
muscles, until she reached the door. Then she opened it.
What her friends saw was a huge penis, with testicles and everything, crowned by Eva's
head, holding herself in 4 arms. The 3 of them jumped back in shock. Eva then lowered her
head very embarrassed

"I am sorry!! I couldn't open the door any other way. Come in… and please, I just ask you not
to get scared and run away”
Eva's tail began to move clumsily down the entrance hall until it disappeared into the living
room. Eva was a nervous wreck. How would they react?

The three friends looked at each other, not understanding anything, but they followed the
strange snake until they entered the room. There was a huge mass covered by a lot of
fabrics. From this mass came the tail that they had just seen, and crowning it, was Eva...
another Eva! with four arms and huge breasts, but covered by cloth.

"EVA???" All 3 said at the same time.
"But... if you are... who is it... how..." No one understood anything.
"It's me... it's still... it's me" Eva said embarrassed from the heights on her original torso. “I
already told you that my mutation has been very extreme. I have… different heads, as you
have been able to observe”
“But, I don't understand, is it still you? isn't she a clone, or someone else?"
Eva tried to jump from one head to the other. It was impossible for him to do it with both at
the same time
"Yes... it's very frustrating and difficult, but I'm still here and
there. I get dizzy every time I change, it changes my whole perception and…”
Maya interrupted her
“My God, Eva! but… but are you okay? what else are you hiding under there??” She said
when she saw that there were things that moved under the blankets
“I covered myself so as not to scare you too much. You know I've always been fascinated by
mutants, but this scares even me..."
The three withdrew a little, they were somewhat afraid of what was hiding under there. If Eva
had two heads of her own, anything could happen.



"I'm going... I'm going to discover little by little, do you think it's okay...?"

The three of them swallowed hard, bracing themselves for the worst.
Then Eva changed to her right torso, and with her hands removed the blanket that covered
it, uncovering her torso with 6 breasts.

“Another Eva??” Said Sam
Eva nodded that head. The others stared at a fixed point, it was very noticeable when Eva
put them in "standby mode" while her consciousness changed from one to another.
Maya covered her mouth, too shocked to speak. They looked at the breasts, at the mouths
instead of the nipples, and how they stuck out their tongues in a slightly sensual and
involuntary way.

"So it's still you!" Rob still couldn't believe it. "But this is physically impossible!"
“Believe me, it is possible, otherwise how do you explain this?”
And then her left torso came out from under her blanket showing her three breasts and her
four arms.

The three of them were speechless. Four heads for one person! They were still speechless,
because his eyes were seeing things his brain could barely understand. Eva noticed and
stopped for a moment to give her friends a break.
"Are you... are you okay?" I ask worried
The three nodded without saying a word.
"I can stop here... although there is still... more." Eve warned.
"Much more??" Said Maya scared

Eva then dropped the fabric revealing the breasts that encircled her main torso. Rob and
Sam's eyes widened, turning excited all of a sudden. The two shifted uncomfortably, as if
their customary clothing suddenly bothered them.

But although they were still standing there, as if paralyzed, Eva considered that if they had
gotten this far without running away, she could undress completely little by little, in case
someone got scared. Seeing that her friends were watching the scene with some curiosity,
she continued to drop the blanket. She withdrew it completely, finally showing her lower
body, legs, vaginas, penises, head... udders, tails... everything.

The three of them flopped onto the sofa in their own way. For some minutes they were
looking without understanding anything, trying to understand what the hell had happened to
Eva, and how it was possible for a person to mutate in such a radical way!

"A...are you alright...?" Eva said with the head of her vagina, gesturing with her arms.
Rob shook his head trying to understand, without much success.
Indeed it had been too much. Eva began to think that it had been a mistake. All three were
visibly traumatized. Despite having mutated, what had happened to Eva was beyond any
limit that a human brain could assimilate. Eva started to cry again, realizing what a huge
mistake she had made, since the reaction of her friends was the last thing she needed.
But it was Maya who tried to snap out of her shock.



“Okay…okay…let's face this…all together. Eva, we are going to be with you… the first thing
will be to call the authorities to…”
But Eva didn't let him finish the sentence
"NO!! we can't call anyone!"

Eva had already thought about that possibility, but if they found out about the vials then
everything would get much worse. “I… I dare not tell anyone, not yet. I'm not ready!"
"But the tests they have to do..." Sam said.

"What is going to happen if I'm contagious? you have already mutated, I am not going to do
anything to you. Also, apart from… all of this, I don't really feel any kind of pain. Just a great
tiredness, but… please, don't call anyone, or tell anyone. Not yet!" Eve kept crying.
“Okay…no…we won't tell anyone. But… what can we do then?” Rob asked.
"I do not know yet! I just know that it's not my body and I can't do anything with it. I don't
know how to… handle it. And I don't know if I'll get it one day!" The frustration manifested
itself with more tears.

“Okay Eve, calm down. We will help you. And we will do what you say.”
“Thanks… I just… need… help, for the basics I guess. And maybe to… clean myself up a
bit, I don't see myself capable of doing anything!” It was obvious that Eva was tremendously
embarrassed to have to ask for something so basic. But the three understood perfectly,
since they had already been through something similar.

"Don't worry, you can count on us. Despite the confinement, we will manage to come visit
you and help you with whatever you need” Maya showed the initiative, since Rob and Sam
were still visibly shocked, they did not stop looking at the infinite details of Eva's body. Going
through a trauma like her transformation, Maya was able to feel
a special empathy for Eva, and despite the radical mutation, under all those changes was
her dear friend.

“Okay, let's do one thing, Rob and Sam, go home, I'm staying with Eva today. I'll let you
know when she needs to go out or needs you to go to the supermarket."
Rob and Sam snapped out of their reverie, and nodded to Maya.
"Okay... okay... of course" They said at the same time.

Eva, seeing that Maya took control of the situation, remained a little calmer. Rob and Sam
said good-bye to her, wishing her luck, and left the house. Eva and Maya had been left
alone.

Maya re-entered the living room, and went over Eva's body from top to bottom, putting a
hand on her head.
"For the love of God, Eva... Look, I thought your ideal mutation would be very radical, but I
think this tops it all..."
Eva felt embarrassed again, throwing her hands to her face. She nodded without saying
anything.
"Okay, don't worry... I... I don't know where to start, I mean... what do you need?"



"Well... right now I'm terribly thirsty, but I can't go into the kitchen... in fact, I can't leave the
living room, only to the street, although I'm not sure if it will fit through the double entrance
door either"
"Sure count on me"
Maya went to the kitchen, and came back with a glass of water. But she didn't know what to
do with him.
“Where… who… who do I give it to?” She asked, puzzled. Her original torso was 2 meters
tall, she wasn't quite tall, but there were more heads available "Are you supposed to be able
to drink anywhere?" Maya couldn't believe that she was seriously asking such a question.
"I do not know! I have no idea…let me try”

She concentrated and tried to move her head into her vagina, which was closest to Maya.
With a gesture with her hands, she invited her to come closer and pass the glass to him.
Maya approached with some reluctance, as she was approaching the two most gigantic
vaginas she had ever seen. Eva took the glass, and the long prehensile neck that supported
her head moved closer to him, downing the contents in a single gulp.
“Yes, I can drink around here! but I am much thirstier… I think you should bring a couple of
bottles”

Maya was quite surprised to see how this head was still Eva, with her gestures, her voice...
she went back to the kitchen, returning with three 2-liter bottles of water with her four arms.
“Will this be enough?” she asked her.

The hands in her vagina picked up a bottle, while her left torso reached down, to pick up the
other two.
"Maya... here..." Eva said, trying to get her attention, since Maya hadn't noticed her gesture.
Surprised, she gave that torso the two bottles. As the vagina emptied the bottle, her right
and left torsos emptied the other two bottles, almost in sync. And while this was happening,
the central torso spoke with Maya.

"You don't know how thirsty I was...thank you very much!"
“You're… you're welcome” Maya said “Can I… can I do anything else for you…?”
“I am also very hungry. What if we order some pizzas? Like 4 or 5…?” Eve said.
“4 or 5?? Are you crazy??"
"I am very hungry! I guess I have to feed all… all this!” She said again, embarrassed.
"Okay okay, don't worry, I'll order 5 pizzas, you're right."

Maya called the pizzeria and made the order. When she hung up, she stared at Eva again,
making an uncomfortable silence. Maya was also overwhelmed by the sight of Eva's body.
Different contradictory sensations crossed her mind.
“Maya…” Eva said looking at her with two heads at the same time “If this gets over you, I'll
understand, really. If you just leave me the pizzas, I can manage myself…”
"No!.. no, why do you say that?" Maya asked distractedly.
"I see you, uncomfortable, to be honest"
“Let's see… you're impressive, Eva… you know how my mutation affected me, I just think
how it should be for you. But after how much you helped me, the minI can do is to be here
with you.”



But Maya was also going through a contradictory situation. On the one hand she felt
overwhelmed and shocked by the trauma that Eva must be suffering, but on the other, she
felt somehow attracted, since her last sexual experiences with her body, the mutants were
beginning to cause her a certain interest. And the one she had in front of her was the
ultimate expression of her.

"Thank you..." Eva said about bursting into tears.
"But... why are you crying now??"
“It's… for everything! my life is also over, anyone who sees me...everything is over”.
Maya understood that she had to change the subject. She remembered how she went
through the exact same situation and how Eva was precisely the one who encouraged her to
keep going. Drawing courage from within, she was encouraged to take the initiative.

“Let's see, Eva… everything will be fine, I promise you. The first thing you have to do is learn
to handle yourself. I am sure that once you control your own body, you will feel better. At
least that's how you helped me, and look at me now."

“But… How am I going to learn to handle all of this? I am too much in every way”
"Well, let's go in parts, you can't pretend to learn everything
or suddenly. Let's see…"

Maya scratched her chin as she walked around Eva's body, taking a good look at her. She
had to help Eva learn to use her own body, trying to apply what she had learned with her
own, but this was about 20 times more complex. "How am I going to do it?" Maya thought...


